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Presentation Notes
Archaeology – as many other cultural sectors – cannot exist without extensive support from the society. In the past years, Hungary has experienced an increasing interest from local people in the past of their city or village and archaeology in general, particularly archaeological field works. In this paper we would like to present our experience, showing the present situation and the problems, questions and uncertainties in Hungary concerning metal detecting and community archaeology.



■ A well-developed community
archaeology program can
fulfil the reqirements of 
„treasure hunting and 
adventure”

■ A pleasant outdoor activity

■ Archaeologists still have
prejudice against metal 
detecting
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In the last decades, Hungarian archaeological works have mainly comprised of development-led field works. Nevertheless, the capacities of local museums have been allocated for other important tasks. Meanwhile, local communities formulated considerable interest for a certain need to get familiar with archaeological objects and their connections with the past, and with archaeological sites in their living area. Metal detecting became rather popular but this activity also considerably endangers archaeological sites.Treasure hunting, adventure, relaxation – these are catchwords that easily attract the attention of people who are responsive to the heritage of their living area. A well-developed program of public archaeology is able to provide an excitement of exploration, a public experience and it is also a pleasant outdoor activity. The roots of public archaeology lie deeply in avocational metal detecting, therefore archaeologists are strongly suspicious about public archaeology in general. Nevertheless, our profession has to give local communities the benefit of the doubt and the complete rejection of public archaeology and (presently) too strict legal regulations are just simply not justified.



Geographical map of Hungary 93 000 km2
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Some bottom lines on Hungary. Its area is 93 000 km2.Hungary has a central position in this part of Europe and as such it has always been a transitional area in Europe linking east with the west in terms of economic, transportation and cultural perspectives.One of the main determining factors – if not the most important – of Hungary is that it is situated in the middle of the Carpathian Basin, in the Middle-Danube Basin. Its geographical characteristics were ideal for prehistoric people to settle: its terrain does not have too much differences in height, its climate is continental.As a result almost all of the area of Hungary had been occupied through the archaeological periods. Some of the mountainous areas are exceptions, which were occupied in just some periods such as in the Middle Neolithic, Late Bronze Age, Early Iron Age. Areas covered with water were also occupied when the climate became drier such in the Roman period.
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Possibilities of site surveys:The ploughed area is very large in a European comparison, therefore almost 55% of Hungary can be surveyed by field walking. You can imagine how many archaeologists and how many years would be required to do all the filed walking…



Number of registered archaeological sites
in Hungary per km² by counties
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The number of archaeological sites in Hungary:The official registry of archaeological sites of Hungary has almost 50,000 sites. The coordinates and mostly the size of these sites are known. According to systematic surveys and international analogies (e.g. Poland), the number of archaeological sites in Hungary is estimated between 100,000 – 150,000. We can calculate with a ratio of approx. 1 site/km2, therefore 100,000 sites seem more realistic.



Regulations for metal detecting:

1) Professionals(museums or any
archaeological instiution with an 
obligatory announcement to the
authorities)

2) Private person – official process: 
permission from the authorities
(requires a map of the area, can’t be 
an archaeological site, permission
from the landowner

Complicated!
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 Every object in the ground dated before 1711 is the property of the state. If someone finds such an object it is compulsory to notify the local notary or the local museum. It is estimated that several thousands of people carry out illegal archaeological activities in Hungary. After the fall of communism it was relatively easy to access metal detectors but the protection/guarding of sites could not keep pace with the changing circumstances. Illegal metal detectorists have already looted some of the not yet registered sites mainly in Transdanubia, where Romans left behind plenty of easily findable metal finds.A non-professional cannot receive metal detecting permission for known archaeological sites, they can only survey areas outside of sites. Getting a permission is a strict process it has to be announced in the county heritage authority. A private individual has to undergo an official process, such as has to pay a filing fee, needs a permission from the museum, needs a permission from the owner of the land, so it is a fairly impossible task.On the other hand one can use a metal detector when his/her official capacity requires it. Such cases:institutions with a right to excavate (museums, Archaeological Institution, archaeological departments of universities),    surveying the line for public utilities,    exhumation related to war victims,    heritage survey related to military history, when the survey is carried out by an institution designated in a ministry decree (e.g. Military History Museum and Institution).The above cases require prior permission for metal detecting. Investigations by law enforcement agencies and explosive ordnance clearance do not require prior permission.



Motivations of metal detectorists
(by Tibor Rácz, KRE)
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The reason for the very strict ministry decree is that Hungarian heritage institutions do not trust in non-professionals. Probably everyone heard in some place or other that everything in the ground owned by the state. However, it is not clear for the people what they should do when they find a seemingly valuable archaeological object (coins, jewellery, silver or gold objects). They do not know how to turn it in, which museum they should go to, and they do not know either what can be done with the object.The fact that several thousands of illegal metal detectorist are keep looting Hungarian sites for commercial reasons is an open secret in law enforcement agencies. When, very rarely, someone is caught during an illegal activity we do not really hear that these people were convicted.The strict regulations, almost impossibly to comply with, resulted that citizens who were willing to work with museums gave up their activity, while those who sold their finds in the black market were not deterred by these regulations continue their activity.The black market flourishes, even though charges are filled when an archaeological object appears on auction sites, these charges have never reached a court. It is hopeless to catch traders and take the finds to the museums. There is only one effective solution: to establish a heritage protection watch (HPW), similarly to gamekeepers, who also protect national assets. Unfortunately, there is no such organisation in Hungary.
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In spite of the negative attitude of museums, social changes and new needs and a revolution in information exchange resulted in a new breed of local patriots who show increasing needs for understanding the past of their living area and also to understand the correlation between the finds and archaeological sites.Approximately 350 civilian metal detectorists have some sort of collaboration with Hungarian museums, and the whole public archaeology civil sector has approx. 500 members (while there are several thousands illegal metal detectorist). On a local and regional level, recognising the benefits and strength of civil societies, there were attempts to join together the so-called museum friendly metal detectorists.



2009-2011      – few volunteers
2012-2015      – few dozen volunteers
2015 spring – start of the community archaeology project
2017 autumn – 60 volunteers
2019 spring – foundation of the Community Archaeology Society 130 v.
2019 autumn – more than 150 volunteers

COMMUNITY ACHAEOLOGY SOCIETY (KRE), PEST COUNTY 
(BYTIBOR RÁCZ, KRE)
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The first and largest civil society, Public Archaeological Society, was established in Pest County. It is characterised by minimal bureaucracy, its members have a friendly and direct relationship with the coordinators. They have open programs with aims of teaching and socializing archaeology.



COMMUNITY ARCHAEOLOGY
SOCIETY (KRE), 
PEST COUNTY
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In this society, before metal detecting, a registered member has to take part in programs for two years such as field walking, excavations, scientific programs and training. This is how they screen flippant members. Those who remain may have a contract with the museum. This society is operated from within a county museum, but this is not the duty of archaeologists they use their own free time to operate this society. This is one of the reasons why it cannot grow larger or become a national society.



NUMBER OF ”MUSEUM 
FRIENDLY” METAL 

DETECTORISTS BY COUNTY
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There are also similar local attempts in several county museums. These initiatives have similar goals but the path they took and the execution of the process of involving local citizens are different: there are very large areas where public archaeology could not set up its foot. There is an increasing need from civilians in several parts of Hungary but the museums just don’t have enough capacity to support them. Therefore, these civilians continue their hobby illegally, and even though they document their findings exceptionally well, without the museum’s support their work does not prevail from the perspectives of heritage protection.Unfortunately presently museums do not have resources to live up to these civil requirements. The follow up of metal detectorists is not resolved either, museums do not always know whether metal detectorists were on the area for which they received permit. According to some counties’ accounts there are approx. 100 people searching the fields from which 8 people have some sort of relationship with the museum. The number of illegals is more in Transdanubia where Roman treasures attract foreigners as well. According to the above it is clear that not even museums and museum friendly metal detectorists can obey the strict rules since they do not have capacity to do field work with civilians.



Castle Headquarters 
Nonprofit Ltd.

■ Castle Headquarters Ltd. is a 
heritage institution that helps the 
ministry in its legislative work 
concerning heritage protection. 

■ The aim of our new public 
archaeology program is that people 
learn about our archaeological 
heritage, take part in archaeological 
works, help to strengthen the 
protection of national heritage and 
social responsibility and last, but not 
the least, provide exceptionally large 
human resource for archaeologists in 
site surveying and other field works.

■ Our duty is also to evaluate the 
situation in Hungary concerning the 
attitude towards civil societies, local 
citizens and metal detectorists and 
we want to establish a common 
ground for future works. 

■ We work on a unified national 
system supported with a protocol.
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The Castle Headquarters Ltd. is a heritage institution that helps the ministry in its legislative work concerning heritage protection. In several cases we experienced that because of the too strict regulations civil societies cannot develop properly, their results are not employed. For us – as a primary institution for surveying and finding sites – it is a key concept that were receive the generated data in a structured format.The aim of our new public archaeology program is that people learn about our archaeological heritage, take part in archaeological works, help to strengthen the protection of national heritage and social responsibility and last, but not the least provide exceptionally large human resource for archaeologists in site surveying and other field works.It is a great effort to train civilians and metal detectorists but archaeologists and local museums cannot carry out these trainings since much of the works require overtime and work in weekends. The work of these volunteer archaeologists is invaluable for heritage protection.Our duty is also to evaluate the situation in Hungary concerning the attitude towards civil societies, local citizens and metal detectorists and we want to establish a common ground for future works. We imagine a network of civil societies as a feasible solution as a step by step community building eventually will lead to a more efficient heritage protection system. According to this we work on a unified national system supported with a protocol.



Not only metal 
detecting!!
• Field walking is one of the most important 

site reconnaissance methods in agricultural 
areas and such areas are found throughout 
most of Hungary. Considering the large 
number of archaeological sites and the high 
percentage of farmlands, there is a huge 
quantity of archaeological data on the 
surface.

• Trial excavations to experience the precise 
archaeological field work and 
documentation.

• Training and inventory work in order to 
get to know the documentation system and 
to be familiar with the museum’s life.
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Foreign examples show that our heritage should not be kept hidden from civilians but we should show them and train them how they can contribute in protecting heritage. This requires time, we need changes in attitudes, since only museums open to ideas are capable of involving civilians and increase their numbers. Thus, increase social responsibility. Together with cooperative civilians we want to reach a critical mass and root out illegal activities. The protection of sites can only be carried out locally. We should make civilians concerned about our cultural heritage, and how it should be handled and protected. This requires immense organisation and alliance. Many sites are now overseen by museum friendly volunteers but we need to increase their numbers. We also find it necessary to change legal regulations, and we can prepare recommendations for legislators. Public archaeology should not denote only metal detection!Field walking is one of the most important site reconnaissance methods in agricultural areas as found throughout most of Hungary. Considering the large number of archaeological sites and the high percentage of farmlands, there is a huge quantity of archaeological data literally lying on the surface. This simple, easily applicable method has been integrated in the archaeological tradition of site detection as well. Data obtained from the spatial distribution of surface finds revealed by ploughing have formed a basis for the identification of archaeological sites. Even the term 'field survey' usually refers to surveying farmlands in the terminology. Most of our knowledge about sites comes from plough-walking. Documenting the location of each find at the surface with handheld GPS’ within an adequate sampling density can be a surprisingly effective method in ploughed areas.Apart from field walking civil help can be used in excavation and post processing (cleaning, inventorising). Together with the Public Archaeology Society, using their best practice we would like to make this initiative a national movement. We want to work out standards and policies that provide help to museums and civilians in that their work could be carried out legally and efficiently.



THANK YOU FOR YOUR
ATTENTION!

https://www.facebook.com/lelohelyfelderites
kreiter.eszter@varkapitanysag.hu
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Thank you for your attention!

https://www.facebook.com/lelohelyfelderites
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